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The Raval bicycle stand is associated with the new urban mobili-
ty criteria that predominate in large cities. Its design permits two 
bicycles to be attached safely at three points. The triangular cross 
section of the element optimises its resistance to stress caused by 
impact and bending and it has an internal stainless steel frame.
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UHPC   |     76 cm   |    40 kg   



RAVAL
Origin 

Raval is an Arabic word that means 
neighbourhood or suburb, with its 
Catalan and Spanish equivalents 
being “raval” and “arrabal”, res-
pectively. The choice of name is a 
reference to the popular neighbour-
hood with the same name in the city 
of Barcelona, and it is found in the 
nomenclature of practically every 
Spanish and Mediterranean city.

Functional

The stand reformulates an already-
consolidated item and is based 
on UHPC technology, which has 
properties that permit minimum 
thickness with excellent structural 
strength and improved behaviour 
in the presence of erosion and 
weathering.

Material 

A single block of UHPC 
Slimconcrete reinforced with 
stainless steel.

Installation

The anchoring system is resolved 
by a double grooved cylinder with a 
depth of 20 cm fixed to the paving 
with resin mortar, in which the 
holes were previously drilled using 
a bit with a pendulum assembly and 
diameter of 220 mm.
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1.Bike rack
RAVALRaval

Dimensions 76 x 12 x 78 (99) cm

Weight 40 Kg

1.1 General features

Material  UHPC Concrete Fixing Embedded

Finish Etched and waterproofed

Colours

UHPC GR. Grey UHPC NG. Black

UHPC BL. White UHPC BG. Beige

1.2 Installation system

Hoisting
(W= 40Kg)

Installation 
Drill pavement Ø10 cm and fill with resin or fat morter
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1.3 Geometry
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 Warranty  

5 years in all its components.

The names, trademarks and industrial models of the pro-
ducts have been logged in the corresponding registers. 
The technical information provided by Escofet about its 
products can be modified without prior notice.
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